Customer Portal
ENGAGE WITH YOUR LENDING CUSTOMERS
DURING THE LOAN ORIGINATION PROCESS AND
STREAMLINE THE FLOW OF DATA WITH THE
BAKER HILL NEXTGEN CUSTOMER PORTAL

You know the power and flexibility of Baker Hill NextGen™ Turnkey or Custom Loan Application
solutions can have on your business and consumer lending portfolios. These solutions enable you to
expand your market reach and acquire more new loans and opportunities than ever before. Now is
the time to go to the next level in delivery: the very best in customer experience.
With the Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal, your current investment in loan origination solutions
from Baker Hill offers up more return and even more customer satisfaction. With our commitment
to continually innovating and taking your success and our solutions to the next level, the Customer
Portal gives you the ability to expand, transform, and enhance your lending experience.
Knowing how critical the proper onboarding
process is for client retention, we have designed
an approach that will engage with, collaborate
with, and update your customers so that they feel
like a business partner with your institution, not just
another number.
Transform the way you engage with your
origination customers by utilizing our newest
features:

800.821.8664
www.bakerhill.com

Loan Status Updates
With Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal, your
customers can track their application from submission to
loan closing—always knowing what the status is or what
may be required of them to complete the application
process. Remove the stress your customers feel by not
knowing if they are going to receive the requested funding
by using this Customer Portal feature. No matter what
your customer’s situation is, Baker Hill is here to help
ensure that your relationship with them is strengthened.
With Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal, if your
customers have an application on file, they may check
the general status of their application with one simple yet
complete query. High engagement equals high satisfaction,
further enhanced by a technologically secure interface.
Attachment Submissions
Unfortunately, the loan process is not as paperless as many
would like it to be—but it does not have to be a burden
for your bankers and more importantly your customers.
With Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal, you are able to
submit attachments to provide all the needed documents
for the underwriting process. Most importantly, because
the documents are attached to the application, you have
a secure and complete loan file of all the documents that
supported the loan origination decision.
Baker Hill also gives you flexibility in how you want to
manage documents. You can select from imagining
integration or direct submission—the choice is yours. If
you select imagining integration, you can take all of the
attachments, documents, memos and disclosures within

Baker Hill’s origination solutions and seamlessly and
automatically link them to your current imaging solution.
Eliminate the cost, inaccuracies, and time of managing
documents manually.
Messaging
Stay connected with your customers and retain a profitable
portfolio with the built-in messaging capabilities from
Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal. With a robust twoway messaging feature, you are able to update and resolve
any client concerns and make sure that feedback is timely
and relevant.
Best of all, every touchpoint in the messaging content can
be captured and retained in a contact history. This enables
your institution to recall messages as needed to resolve
customer concerns and again provide the highest level of
customer satisfaction.
Go Mobile
Customers want to bank on their terms—and location.
Leverage mobile capabilities by taking your current
investment and transforming it with our Mobile
Responsive Upgrade, giving you new markets and
channels—and new opportunities.
Open the door to new customer opportunities today—
with Baker Hill NextGen™ Customer Portal.
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